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Existence and Location of Copies
The majority of this collection has been digitized and may be viewed at the Grateful Dead Archive Online (GDAO)

Scope and Contents
This collection consists of 437 original photographs and contact sheets of the Grateful Dead and related artists, as well as the San Francisco music scene, primarily in the late 1960s. Also included are images of the Dead in the 1970s, 1980s, and 2004. Many of these photographs were created for Green's 1990 book, Book of the Dead: celebrating 25 years with the Grateful Dead. Unless otherwise noted, the majority of the prints are black and white.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Deadheads (Music Fans)
Grateful Dead (Musical group)

Box 1  Bob Weir with Otis, the dog  ms0334_pho_0001  undated
Box 1  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0002  undated
Box 1  Robert Hunter  ms0334_pho_0003  undated
Box 1  Warlocks: Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0004  1965
Box 1  Phil Lesh  ms0334_pho_0005  1965
Box 1  Warlocks: Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh  ms0334_pho_0006  1965
Box 1  Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0007  1965
Box 1  Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0008  1965
Box 1  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0009  1965
Box 1  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0010  1965
Box 1  Warlocks: Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, with Phil Lesh in front  ms0334_pho_0011  1965
Box 1  Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0012  1966
Box 1  Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0013  1966
Box 1  Grateful Dead: Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0014  1966
Box 1  Grateful Dead: Bill Kreutzmann and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0015  1966
Box 1  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0016  1966
Box 1  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0017  1966
Grateful Dead: Bill Kreutzmann, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh, Bob Weir, and Jack Casady (of Jefferson Airplane) ms0334_pho_0018 1966

Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan ms0334_pho_0019 1966

Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan and Phil Lesh ms0334_pho_0020 1966

Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, with Bob Weir and Phil Lesh at right ms0334_pho_0021 1966

Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bill Kreutzmann ms0334_pho_0022 1966

Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, with Bob Weir in the background ms0334_pho_0023 1966

Grateful Dead: Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh ms0334_pho_0024 1966

Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh with neighbors (?), with Bill Kreutzmann in the foreground ms0334_pho_0025 1966

Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Phil Lesh ms0334_pho_0026 1966

Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan ms0334_pho_0027 1966

Ron "Pigpen" McKernan ms0334_pho_0028 1966

Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh ms0334_pho_0029 1966

Bill Kreutzmann ms0334_pho_0030 1966

Bob Weir ms0334_pho_0031 1966

Jerry Garcia with a banjo ms0334_pho_0032 1966

Danny Rifkin ms0334_pho_0033 1966

Grateful Dead: (back) Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh, Laird Grant, (middle) Tangerine, Jerry Garcia, Rosie McGee, Bill Kreutzmann, (front) Rock Scully, Danny Rifkin, Bob Weir ms0334_pho_0034 1966

Grateful Dead in Golden Gate Park: Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bill Kreutzmann, Jerry Garcia ms0334_pho_0035 1966

Grateful Dead in Golden Gate Park: Bob Weir, Bill Kreutzmann (obscured), Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan ms0334_pho_0036 1966

Jerry Garcia in Golden Gate Park ms0334_pho_0037 1966

Grateful Dead in Golden Gate Park: Bill Kreutzmann, Jerry Garcia, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Phil Lesh, Bob Weir ms0334_pho_0038 1966

Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia ms0334_pho_0039 1966

Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh ms0334_pho_0040 1966

[skipped number?] ms0334_pho_0041 undated

Tangerine, Rock Scully, unidentified others, George Hunter, at Rancho Olompali ms0334_pho_0042 1966

Ron "Pigpen" McKernan ms0334_pho_0043 1966

Ron "Pigpen" McKernan ms0334_pho_0044 1966

Jack Casady, of Jefferson Airplane ms0334_pho_0045 1966

Dan Hicks, of the Charlatans. and Carmella Scaggs ms0334_pho_0046 1966

Peter Albin, of Big Brother and the Holding Company ms0334_pho_0047 1966

Darby Slick, of The Great Society, and unidentified woman ms0334_pho_0048 1966

Grace Slick, of The Great Society ms0334_pho_0049 1966

Neal Cassady ms0334_pho_0050 1966

Phil Lesh and “Stubby” (Paul Stubbins?) ms0334_pho_0051 1966

Ben Van Meter with others, Jon McIntire at right (?) ms0334_pho_0052 1966

Alton Kelley with unidentified woman ms0334_pho_0053 1966

Olompali party-goers, including Phil Lesh, Bob Weir, Ben Van Meter, Sue Swanson, and others ms0334_pho_0054 1966

Olompali party-goers ms0334_pho_0055 1966

Olompali party-goers ms0334_pho_0056 1966

Ron Thelin, founder of the Psychedelic Shop ms0334_pho_0057 1966

Chet Helms ms0334_pho_0058 1966
Box 2  Unidentified man and woman  ms0334_pho_0059  1966
Box 2  George Hunter, of the Charlatans, with unidentified others  ms0334_pho_0060  1966
Box 2  Jerry Garcia and Jerry Slick, of The Great Society  ms0334_pho_0061  1966
Box 2  Olompali party-goers  ms0334_pho_0062  1966
Box 2  Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0063  1966
Box 2  Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, with Jerry Garcia seated  ms0334_pho_0064  1967
Box 2  Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, and Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0065  1967; 1968
Box 2  Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0066  1967; 1968
Box 2  Mickey Hart  ms0334_pho_0067  1967; 1968
Box 2  Susila and Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0068  1967; 1968
Box 2  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0069  1967; 1968
Box 2  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0070  1967; 1968
Box 2  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0071  1967; 1968
Box 2  Carolyn Garcia, "Mountain Girl"  ms0334_pho_0072  1967; 1968
Box 2  Carolyn and Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0073  1967; 1968
Box 2  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0074  1967
Box 2  Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, and Bob Weir  ms0334_pho_0075  1967
Box 2  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan and Phil Lesh  ms0334_pho_0076  1967
Box 2  Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0077  1967
Box 2  Bob Weir  ms0334_pho_0078  1967
Box 2  Jerry Garcia and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0079  1967
Box 2  Danny Rifkin and Rock Scully  ms0334_pho_0080  1967
Box 2  Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0081  1967
Box 2  Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0082  1967
Box 2  Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh  ms0334_pho_0083  1967
Box 2  Jerry Garcia and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0084  1967
Box 2  Grateful Dead: (back) Tom Constanten, Bob Weir, Bill Kreutzmann, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Phil Lesh, (front) Jerry Garcia, Mickey Hart  ms0334_pho_0085  1969
Box 2  Bob Weir  ms0334_pho_0086  1969
Box 2  Jerry Garcia, with other band members in the background  ms0334_pho_0087  1969
Box 2  Jerry Garcia and Tom Constanten  ms0334_pho_0088  1969
Box 2  Bob Weir  ms0334_pho_0089  1969
Box 2  Bob Weir  ms0334_pho_0090  1969
Box 2  Phil Lesh  ms0334_pho_0091  1969
Box 2  Mickey Hart  ms0334_pho_0092  1969
Box 2  Tom Constanten  ms0334_pho_0093  1969
Box 2  Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0094  1969
Box 2  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan  ms0334_pho_0095  1969
Box 2  Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0096  1969
Box 2  Phil Lesh and Mickey Hart  ms0334_pho_0097  1969
Box 2  Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0098  1969
Box 2  Grateful Dead and New Riders of the Purple Sage: David Nelson, Jerry Garcia, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Bob Weir, Mickey Hart, John "Marmaduke" Dawson, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0099  1969
Box 2  Jerry Garcia  ms0334_pho_0100  1969
Box 2  Grateful Dead: Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Mickey Hart, with Brent Mydland in front  ms0334_pho_0101  1979
Box 2  Brent Mydland  ms0334_pho_0102  1979
Box 2  Brent Mydland  ms0334_pho_0103  1979
Box 2  Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0104  1979
Box 2  Bill Kreutzmann  ms0334_pho_0105  1979
Box 2  Phil Lesh  ms0334_pho_0106  1979
Box 2  Phil Lesh  ms0334_pho_0107  1979
Box 2  Bob Weir  ms0334_pho_0108  1979
| Box 2 | Bob Weir | ms0334_pho_0109 | 1979 |
| Box 2 | Mickey Hart | ms0334_pho_0110 | 1979 |
| Box 2 | Mickey Hart | ms0334_pho_0111 | 1979 |
| Box 2 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0112 | 1979 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0113 | 1979 |
| Box 3 | Grateful Dead: Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, Mickey Hart, Bill Kreutzmann, Phil Lesh, and Brent Mydland | ms0334_pho_0114 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0115 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0116 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0117 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0118 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, and Mickey Hart | ms0334_pho_0119 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Bob Weir and Mickey Hart | ms0334_pho_0120 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jon McIntire and Bob Weir | ms0334_pho_0121 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | John Cutler and Bob Weir | ms0334_pho_0122 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzmann | ms0334_pho_0123 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0124 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0125 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Brent Mydland | ms0334_pho_0126 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0127 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia, on Broadway | ms0334_pho_0128 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia, on Broadway | ms0334_pho_0129 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia, on Broadway | ms0334_pho_0130 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia, on Broadway | ms0334_pho_0131 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Dylan and the Dead: (front) Jerry Garcia, Bob Dylan, Bob Weir, (back) Brent Mydland, Mickey Hart, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann | ms0334_pho_0132 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Steve Parish, Kidd Candelario, Paul Roehlk, Willy Legate, Lawrence "Ram Rod" Shurtliff, and others | ms0334_pho_0133 | 1987 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0134 | undated |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0135 | undated |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0136 | undated |
| Box 3 | Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0137 | undated |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0138 | undated |
| Box 3 | Ron "Pigpen" McKernan | ms0334_pho_0139 | undated |
| Box 3 | Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh, and Brent Mydland | ms0334_pho_0140 | undated |
| Box 3 | Bob Weir | ms0334_pho_0141 | undated |
| Box 3 | Carolyn and Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0142 | 1967; 1968 |
| Box 3 | Ron "Pigpen" McKernan | ms0334_pho_0143 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Slick, of The Great Society | ms0334_pho_0144 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Bob Weir and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan | ms0334_pho_0145 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Grateful Dead: Bill Kreutzmann, Laird Grant, Bob Weir, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Danny Rifkin, Jerry Garcia, with Phil Lesh and Rosie McGee in back, and Rock Scully and Tangerine in front | ms0334_pho_0146 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia with a banjo | ms0334_pho_0147 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Grateful Dead: Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann | ms0334_pho_0148 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Warlocks: Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0149 | 1965 |
| Box 3 | Jerry Garcia | ms0334_pho_0150 | 1967 |
| Box 3 | Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, and Phil Lesh | ms0334_pho_0151 | 1967 |
| Box 3 | Danny Rifkin | ms0334_pho_0152 | 1967 |
| Box 3 | Neal Cassady | ms0334_pho_0153 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Phil Lesh and Rosie McGee | ms0334_pho_0154 | 1967 |
| Box 3 | Rock Scully and Tangerine | ms0334_pho_0155 | 1966 |
| Box 3 | Danny Rifkin | ms0334_pho_0156 | undated |
| Box 3 | Olompali party-goers | ms0334_pho_0157 | 1966 |
Grateful Dead: Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Mickey Hart, with Brent Mydland in front. ms0334_pho_0158 1979
Jerry Garcia ms0334_pho_0159 1979
Phil Lesh ms0334_pho_0160 1966
Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh ms0334_pho_0161 1966
Tom Constanten ms0334_pho_0162 1969
Steve Parish (?) and Bob Weir ms0334_pho_0163 1987
Grateful Dead: (front) Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh, Brent Mydland, (back) Mickey Hart, Bob Weir, Bill Kreutzmann ms0334_pho_0164 1987
Jerry Garcia ms0334_pho_0165 circa 1971
Brent Mydland ms0334_pho_0166 1979
Bill Kreutzmann ms0334_pho_0167 1979
Neal Cassady ms0334_pho_0168 1967
Grateful Dead: Jerry Garcia, Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Phil Lesh, Bob Weir, Bill Kreutzmann ms0334_pho_0169 1 May 1966
Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0170 1 May 1966
Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan in a barbershop next to Mnasidika on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0171 1967
Janis Joplin in a flower print dress, with dark coat and hat. ms0334_pho_0172 1966
Ron "Pigpen" McKernan sits with bow and violin in front of a Kansas 69 state highway sign leaning on top of a piano. ms0334_pho_0173 circa 1968
Phil Lesh stands beneath a concrete stairway. ms0334_pho_0174 1 November 1965
Ron "Pigpen" McKernan stands up to his knees in a drain hole missing its grating. ms0334_pho_0175 1 November 1965
Close-up of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan standing in front of a drugstore. ms0334_pho_0176 1 May 1966
Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0177 1 May 1966
Ron "Pigpen" McKernan poses in front of the "Egyptian backdrop" on Baker Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0178 1967
Florence Nathan (Rosie McGee) stands naked behind Phil Lesh at the Baker Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0179 1967
Ron "Pigpen" McKernan sits with a beer in the front seat of a car at Rancho Olompali in Marin County. ms0334_pho_0180 1966
Close-up of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan in a corduroy hat. ms0334_pho_0181 1969
Portrait of Bob Weir in the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0182 1969
Portrait of Jerry Garcia with eyes closed, in the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0183 1969
Portrait of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan in the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0184 1969
Portrait of Phil Lesh in the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0185 1969
Portrait of Bill Kreutzmann in the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0186 1969
Portrait of the Warlocks: Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Bill Kreutzmann, Phil Lesh and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan at Fort Point in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0188 1965
Portrait of the Warlocks: Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Bill Kreutzmann, Phil Lesh and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan at Fort Point in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0189 1965
Phil Lesh stands beneath a concrete stairway. ms0334_pho_0190 1 November 1965
Florence Nathan (Rosie McGee) stands naked behind Phil Lesh at the Baker Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0191 1967
Bill Kreutzmann peals a banana in the Baker Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0192 1967
Portrait of Bob Weir in the Baker Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0193 1967
Box 4  Portrait of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan in the Baker Street studio in San Francisco.  ms0334_pho_0194 1967

Box 4  Portrait of Jerry Garcia in the Baker Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0195 1967

Box 5  Portrait of Jerry Garcia looking out over his sunglasses while holding Tiger vertical by the neck. ms0334_pho_0196 4 March 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Jerry Garcia looking out over his sunglasses while holding Tiger vertical by the neck. ms0334_pho_0197 4 March 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Jerry Garcia looking out over his sunglasses while holding Tiger vertical by the neck. ms0334_pho_0198 4 March 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Jerry Garcia looking out over his sunglasses while holding Tiger vertical by the neck. ms0334_pho_0199 4 March 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Bob Weir holding his guitar. ms0334_pho_0200 circa 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Bob Weir holding his guitar. ms0334_pho_0201 circa 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Brent Mydland. ms0334_pho_0202 circa 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Brent Mydland. ms0334_pho_0203 circa 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Phil Lesh. ms0334_pho_0204 circa 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Phil Lesh. ms0334_pho_0205 circa 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzmann. ms0334_pho_0206 circa 1987

Box 5  Portrait of Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzmann. ms0334_pho_0207 circa 1987

Box 5  Grateful Dead publicity photograph for 1988. ms0334_pho_0208 1988

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead minus Brent Mydland. ms0334_pho_0209 April 1979

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead minus Brent Mydland. ms0334_pho_0210 April 1979

Box 5  Publicity photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0211 April 1979

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0212 April 1979

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0213 April 1979

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0214 April 1979

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0215 April 1979

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0216 1967

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0217 1967

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0218 1967

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0219 1967

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead on Haight Street. ms0334_pho_0220 29 April 1966

Box 5  Members of the Grateful Dead and their managers and friends on the steps of 710 Ashbury. ms0334_pho_0221 1966

Box 5  Members of the Grateful Dead and their managers and friends on the steps of 710 Ashbury. ms0334_pho_0222 1966

Box 5  Members of the Grateful Dead and their managers and friends on the ground near the steps of 710 Ashbury. ms0334_pho_0223 1966

Box 5  Members of the Grateful Dead and their managers and friends on the steps of 710 Ashbury. ms0334_pho_0224 1966

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead. ms0334_pho_0225 1 March 1967

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead on Haight Street. ms0334_pho_0226 1 May 1966

Box 5  Group photo of the Warlocks in an industrial setting. ms0334_pho_0227 1 December 1965

Box 5  Group photo of the Warlocks under a concrete stairway. ms0334_pho_0228 1 November 1965

Box 5  Group photo of the Grateful Dead on a locomotive engine in Central Park. ms0334_pho_0229 1 September 1966

Box 5  Portrait of the Grateful Dead on the steps of 710A Ashbury. ms0334_pho_0230 29 September 1966

Box 5  Jerry Garcia in striped shirt, sitting with acoustic guitar. ms0334_pho_0231 1966

Box 5  Jerry Garcia, wearing a paisley sweater, sticks his tongue out while sitting in an airplane seat. ms0334_pho_0232 1967

Box 5  Portrait of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan and Bob Weir in front of "the Egyptian backdrop." ms0334_pho_0233 1 July 1966

Box 5  Ron "Pigpen" McKernan and Phil Lesh on Haight Street. ms0334_pho_0234 1 May 1966
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan wearing a fur hat, sitting at the piano with a shotgun and beer. ms0334_pho_0235 circa 1966
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan eyes the camera, wearing a black hat. ms0334_pho_0236 circa 1967
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan sitting in a car at Rancho Olompali in Marin County. ms0334_pho_0237 1966
Box 5 Portrait of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan in front of "the Egyptian backdrop." ms0334_pho_0238 1 July 1966
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan sitting with a bow and violin, with a "Kansas 69" highway sign behind him on a piano. ms0334_pho_0239 circa 1967
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan sitting in a car at Rancho Olompali in Marin County. ms0334_pho_0240 1966
Box 5 Bill Kreutzmann and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan on the street. ms0334_pho_0241 1 May 1966
Box 5 Interior photo of Bill Kreutzmann. ms0334_pho_0242 1966
Box 5 Portrait of Bill Kreutzmann. ms0334_pho_0243 1979
Box 5 Portrait of Mickey Hart. ms0334_pho_0244 circa 1976
Box 5 Close-up of Mickey Hart smoking a joint. ms0334_pho_0245 circa 1976
Box 5 Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh in front of "the Egyptian backdrop." ms0334_pho_0246 1 July 1966
Box 5 Phil Lesh rolling a joint. ms0334_pho_0247 1969
Box 5 Phil Lesh under a concrete stairway. ms0334_pho_0248 1 November 1965
Box 5 Cropped image of Florence Nathan (Rosie McGee) and Phil Lesh. ms0334_pho_0249 circa 1967
Box 5 Jerry Garcia as magician coaxes his guitar out of a top hat. ms0334_pho_0250 10 January 1969
Box 5 Jerry Garcia sitting in a chair. ms0334_pho_0251 10 January 1969
Box 5 Close-up portrait of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan. ms0334_pho_0252 10 January 1969
Box 5 Close-up portrait of Phil Lesh. ms0334_pho_0253 10 January 1969
Box 5 Close-up portrait of Mickey Hart. ms0334_pho_0254 10 January 1969
Box 5 Close-up portrait of Bob Weir. ms0334_pho_0255 10 January 1969
Box 5 Portrait of Bill Kreutzmann sitting in a chair. ms0334_pho_0256 10 January 1969
Box 5 Jerry Garcia standing in a doorway. ms0334_pho_0257 1 November 1965
Box 5 Close-up of Jerry Garcia with sunglasses. ms0334_pho_0258 30 January 1979
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan wearing a fur hat, sitting at the piano with a shotgun and beer. ms0334_pho_0259 circa 1966
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan sitting with a bow and violin, with a "Kansas 69" highway sign behind him on a piano. ms0334_pho_0260 circa 1967
Box 5 Ron "Pigpen" McKernan with cigarette standing by a concrete structure. ms0334_pho_0261 1 November 1965
Box 5 Bob Weir peers over the shoulder of Phil Lesh on Haight Street. ms0334_pho_0262 1 May 1966
Box 5 Portrait of Phil Lesh and Mickey Hart. ms0334_pho_0263 10 January 1969
Box 5 Bill Kreutzmann standing in an arched doorway. ms0334_pho_0264 1 November 1965
Box 5 Portrait of Robert Hunter looking out over his glasses (next to a White-Outed, i.e. cropped out man) at Club Front in San Rafael, CA. ms0334_pho_0265 1 July 1987
Box 5 Portrait of Robert Hunter and John Barlow at Club Front in San Rafael, CA. ms0334_pho_0266 1 July 1987
Box 5 Portrait of Robert Hunter (with a second fellow White-Outed, i.e. cropped out) at Club Front in San Rafael, CA. ms0334_pho_0267 1 July 1987
Box 5 The Grateful Dead and New Riders of the Purple Sage at Mickey Hart’s Ranch. ms0334_pho_0268 November 1970
Box 5 The Grateful Dead and Bob Dylan. ms0334_pho_0269 4 March 1987
Box 5 New Riders of the Purple Sage in a dry river bed. ms0334_pho_0270 circa 1972
Box 5 Danny Rifkin and Rock Scully in front of the "Egyptian backdrop." ms0334_pho_0271 1 July 1966
Box 5 Rock Scully in front of the "Egyptian backdrop." ms0334_pho_0272 1 July 1966
Box 5 Danny Rifkin in front of the "Egyptian backdrop." ms0334_pho_0273 1 July 1966
Owsley Stanley and Stewart Brand with some of their audio equipment.  

Tangerine Scully stares off into space.  

Rock Scully with rifle stands behind Tangerine sitting with an apple on her head, both in front of an American flag backdrop.  

Harry Popick and Patricia Harris at Club Front.  

Jon McIntire and Caroline "Goldie" Rush (with Bob Weir cropped out) at Club Front.  

Willy Legate, crew member, at Club Front.  

Robert Hunter and Steve Parish (?) at Club Front.  

Some of the crowd and the musicians at a day-long party at Rancho Olompali.  

A female dancer goes topless at a day-long party at Rancho Olompali.  

Some dancers got naked at the back of the crowd at the day-long party at Rancho Olompali.  

Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, at a San Francisco concession stand.  

Images of the Grateful Dead and friends: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, Rock and Tangerine Scully, Danny Rifkin, others, at 710 Ashbury.  

Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, on a locomotive in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.  


Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, in a barber shop on Haight Street in San Francisco.  

Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, on a locomotive in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, as well as Danny Rifkin water the flowers at 710 Ashbury.  

Images of an unidentified fellow in front of the "Egyptian backdrop" at Baker Street, as well as to Grateful Dead group images at a power substation, a woman, and cats.  

Various images of the Grateful Dead and a few others on Haight Street in San Francisco.  

Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, and a few others on Haight Street in San Francisco.  

Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, on the steps of 710A Ashbury Street in San Francisco.  

Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, on the steps of 710A Ashbury Street in San Francisco.  

Images of the Grateful Dead: Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Ron "Pigpen" McKernan, and other occupants of 710A Ashbury Street in San Francisco.  


Mostly images of Jerry Garcia and Carolyn "Mountain Girl" Adams; two images of an unidentified pot smoker.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 6</th>
<th>Images of Phil Lesh, Jerry Garcia, Valerie Ann &quot;Tangerine&quot; Steinbrecher, a few unidentified women. ms0334_pho_0298 1967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Jerry Garcia, playing an acoustic guitar. ms0334_pho_0299 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Various images of the Grateful Dead, Rock Scully, and others in a room (at 710 Ashbury?) in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0300 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Jerry Garcia, playing an acoustic guitar, with two unidentified fellows in a room (at 710 Ashbury?) in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0301 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Various images of people on Haight Street, including Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, and Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan. ms0334_pho_0302 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Various images of people on Haight Street, including Jack Casady, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan, and a few unidentified women. ms0334_pho_0303 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Various images of the Grateful Dead, Jerry Garcia, and a few others on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0304 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan, Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Phil Lesh, Bob Weir, and an unidentified fellow. ms0334_pho_0305 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Danny Rifkin, Rock Scully, and Valerie &quot;Tangerine&quot; Steinbrecher in the Baker Street apartment, San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0306 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan and Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh in the Baker Street apartment, San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0307 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Jerry Garcia in the Baker Street apartment, San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0308 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Bob Weir, Jerry Garcia, and Bill Kreutzmann in the Baker Street apartment, San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0309 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan and Jerry Garcia in the Baker Street apartment, San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0310 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Bob Weir and Jerry Garcia in the Baker Street apartment, San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0311 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of an unidentified woman and others at the Rancho Olompali party. ms0334_pho_0312 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Images of Danny Rifkin in the Baker Street apartment, San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0313 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Two images of Phil Lesh at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco, plus two high contrast black and white images of the Grateful Dead (one is a reverse image). ms0334_pho_0314 circa 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Two images of Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan and Two of Bob Weir at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0315 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>One image each of Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, and Mickey Hart at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0316 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Three images of Mickey Hart and one of Bob Weir at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0317 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>One image each of Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh, and two of Bob Weir at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0318 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Two images of Tom Constanten, and one image each of Mickey Hart and Bob Weir at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0319 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Two images of Phil Lesh and Mickey Hart, and two images of just Mickey Hart at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0320 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Two images of Phil Lesh, and two images of Tom Constanten at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0321 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>Two images of Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan, and two images of Bob Weir at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0322 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>One image of Phil Lesh, and two of Mickey Hart at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0323 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>One image of Ron &quot;Pigpen&quot; McKernan, and three of Jerry Garcia at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0324 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
<td>One image of Bill Kreutzmann, and three of Phil Lesh at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0325 1969</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Four images of Ron "Pigpen" McKernan at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. 1969

Two images of Jerry Garcia, and two images of Mickey Hart at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. 1969

One image each of Bill Kreutzmann and Phil Lesh, and two images of Mickey Hart at the Laguna Street studio in San Francisco. 1969

Images of the Grateful Dead and New Riders of the Purple Sage at Mickey’s Ranch. 1970

Images of the Grateful Dead from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael for Arista Records. 16 April 1979

Images of Mickey Hart from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Bob Weir from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Phil Lesh from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Mickey Hart from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Bob Weir from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Jerry Garcia from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Bill Kreutzmann from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Jill and Phil Lesh from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Bill Kreutzmann from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Mickey Hart from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Mickey Hart from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Jerry Garcia from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Bill Kreutzmann from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 16 April 1979

Images of Mickey Hart with son Taro Hart. 2004

Images of Jerry Garcia from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 2004

Images of Jerry Garcia from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 2004

Images of Jerry Garcia from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 2004

Images of Phil Lesh from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 2004

Images of Brent Mydland from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 2004

Images of Jerry Garcia from a publicity photo shoot at Club Front in San Rafael. 2004

Images of Jeff Chimenti from an unidentified studio location. 2004

Images of Jeff Chimenti from an unidentified studio location. 2004
Images of Warren Haynes with Stephanie Haynes (?) at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0356 2004

Four images of Phil Lesh posing with an unidentified guitarist, and 6 images of Bob Weir at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0357 2004

Images of Bob Weir at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0358 2004

Images of Mickey Hart with wife Caryl and with a variety of other unidentified people at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0359 2004

Four images of Bill Kreutzmann posing with an unidentified fellow, and 6 images of Lawrence "Ram Rod" Shurtleff with an unidentified fellow at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0360 2004

Images of Mickey Hart both solo and with Bill Kreutzmann at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0361 2004

Images of Mickey Hart both solo and (one) with Caryl Hart, at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0362 2004

Images of various pairings of Bob Weir, Mickey Hart, Phil Lesh and an unidentified fellow. ms0334_pho_0363 2004

Images of Jimmy Herring at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0364 2004

Six images of Bill Kreutzmann, and 4 images of two each of unidentified fellows at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0365 2004

Four images of Bill Kreutzmann solo, and six of him posing with an unidentified fellow at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0366 2004

Six images of Phil Lesh, and four images of Mickey Hart and an unidentified fellow at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0367 2004

Seven images of Phil Lesh solo, two images of him with Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzmann, and one of him with Robbie Taylor at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0368 2004

Two group images (which include Robbie Taylor and Lawrence "Ram Rod" Shurtleff) and eight solo images of two unidentified fellows at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0369 2004

Eight group images (which include Robbie Taylor and Lawrence "Ram Rod" Shurtleff) at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0370 2004

Ten images of Robbie Taylor, solo and in various combinations with two other unidentified people, at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0371 2004

Ten images of Robbie Taylor and two unidentified people, posing in various combinations at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0372 2004

Three images of Bill Kreutzmann with Mickey Hart and seven images of Kreutzmann with an unidentified fellow at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0373 2004

Ten images of Bill Kreutzmann with Mickey Hart holding drums at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0374 2004

Six images of Jimmy Herring solo, and four images of him with Warren Haynes at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0375 2004

Ten images of Jimmy Herring and Warren Haynes with their guitars, at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0376 2004

Ten images of Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Mickey Hart, and Bill Kreutzmann with instruments, posing at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0377 2004

Six images of Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Mickey Hart, and Bill Kreutzmann with instruments, posing at an unidentified studio location. Also 4 images of an empty stool. ms0334_pho_0378 2004

Ten images of The Dead: Bob Weir, Jeff Chimenti, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Mickey Hart, Jimmy Herring and Warren Haynes, posing at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0379 2004

Ten images of Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Mickey Hart, and Bill Kreutzmann with instruments, posing at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0380 2004

Ten images of The Dead: Bob Weir, Jeff Chimenti, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, Mickey Hart, Jimmy Herring and Warren Haynes, posing at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0381 2004
Ten images of Herb Greene and an unidentified photographer in an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0382 2004

Ten images of Carolyn "Mountain Girl" Garcia and Sunshine Becker at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0383 2004

Ten images of Bob Weir with his wife Natascha and daughters Monet and Chloe, at an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0384 2004

Ten images of Hugh "Wavy Gravy" Romney with a fake fish on a leash, in an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0385 2004

Herb Greene and Bob Bralove in conversation at an unidentified location. ms0334_pho_0386 circa 2004

Part of "The Crew" for the Grateful Dead: Bill "Kidd" Candelario, Lawrence "Ram Rod" Shurtliff, Steve Parish and Joe Thomas, at Club Front in San Rafael. ms0334_pho_0387 29 October 1983

Ron "Pigpen" McKernan at his piano, along with a gun and a beer. ms0334_pho_0388 circa 1967


Bob Weir and Jerry Garcia pose with their guitars in an unidentified studio location. ms0334_pho_0391 1991

Three unidentified people on Haight Street in San Francisco with luggage labeled "Ohio to San Francisco". ms0334_pho_0392 1967

A police officer walks along Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0393 1967

A small girl and boy stand barefoot on the sidewalk on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0394 1967

Two unidentified fellows outside The Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0395 1966

Two unidentified fellows outside The Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0396 1966

Two unidentified fellows outside The Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0397 1966

A group unidentified fellows with two large trunks outside The Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0398 circa 1966

Dan Hicks with an unidentified couple on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0399 circa 1966

Two unidentified fellows outside a sporting goods store on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0400 1966

An unidentified girl leans on a fellow outside The Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco as another girl looks on. ms0334_pho_0401 circa 1966

An unidentified couple outside The Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0402 circa 1966

Four unidentified youth, with a couple of them eating, stand outside the Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0403 1966

Close-up on an unidentified fellow with an unlit cigarette, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0404 circa 1966

Unidentified woman in a dark v-neck sweater leans on a metal railing. ms0334_pho_0405 circa 1966

Unidentified dark haired woman clutches her knees while sitting on a mosaic tile floor. ms0334_pho_0406 circa 1966

A couple with four children all holding books, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0407 1967

Close-up of a blond woman with hair braided on one side, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0408 1967
A woman in a dark coat and with her head covered walks past the window display of the Psychedelic Shop on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0409 1966

Close-up of an unidentified fellow in a heavy corduroy coat and dark rimmed glasses, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0410 circa 1967

An unidentified fellow wearing sunglasses, with a cigar and black cowboy hat raises his hand at the camera, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0411 circa 1967

An unidentified fellow wearing sunglasses and with a cigar tips his black cowboy hat at the camera, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0412 circa 1967

A close-up of an unidentified older woman, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0414 circa 1967

A young woman holding a bunch of grapes poses on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0415 circa 1967

A young African-American boy is caught mid-move dancing on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0416 circa 1967

A African-American girl dancing with a transistor radio, while a young girl runs down the stairs behind her, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0417 circa 1967

A youth and two girls sit on the sidewalk next to a white wall on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0418 1966

A girl with hands clasped around her knees sits on the sidewalk next to a fire hydrant on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0419 1966

A youth in a dark turtleneck sweater and a girl in a paisley dress, walking along Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0420 circa 1966

A young woman points into the storewindow of the Volunteers of America store on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0421 1967

A bearded fellow plays the flute while his companion in sandals waits, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0422 circa 1967

A girl with a flower in her hair clutches a guitar on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0423 1967

A dark-haired girl holds a puppy on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0424 1967

Michael Bowen sports a monocle and top hat, while standing barefoot in a fur coat in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood of San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0425 1967

Michael Bowen holds a wad of cash in his mouth while an unidentified fellow goes to bite it away (meanwhile handing something off to the young woman) in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood of San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0426 1967

An unidentified couple pose with money they’ve just taken from Michael Bowen in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood of San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0427 1967

An unidentified gentleman with a bowtie and duffle bag stops to pose on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0428 circa 1967

An unidentified gentleman in sport coat and hat outside a hardware on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0429 circa 1967

An unidentified girl in a heavy sweater on the corner of Clayton and Haight Streets in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0430 1967

An unidentified woman in a heavy coat and hat walks along Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0431 circa 1967

An unidentified girl in a heavy coat stops to pose on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0432 1967

A trio of unidentified young people pause their conversation to look at the camera, on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0433 circa 1967

Jerry Garcia walks along Haight Street with two unidentified young women. ms0334_pho_0434 1 May 1966

Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, and Jerry Garcia stand on a corner of Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0435 1 May 1966

Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir and Phil Lesh on Haight Street in San Francisco. ms0334_pho_0436 1 May 1966
Phil Lesh keeps his sunglasses on while an older woman wearing a necklace similar to his checks his necklace out. ms0334_pho_0437 1 May 1966